
 

WHAT:  Spring Fat Bike Series:   Throw Down #2 – Grand Beach Sun Fest 
  
WHEN: Sunday, March 30rd, 2014.   Race Start: 9 a.m. sharp   (note earlier start due to spring)   

Finish at 12 noon sharp. 
  
WHERE: Start from the Grand Beach parking lot at “X-C Ski/Hiking Trails” (see Map link below) 
  
WHO: Anyone with a Fat Bike, regardless of club, store, or licence affiliation.  
  
BIKE-TECH: Minimum 3.8 inch tires.   Maximum 10lbs of air pressure (yes, you will be checked).  Be prepared to 

reduce tire pressure to maintain float. 
  
HOW: Distance challenge:  how many laps of yellow and green courses can you do in 3 hours?  Rider with 

highest total points wins. 
 
One lap minimum of Boulder-Beaver Pond.  No flagging although there may be volunteers at the main 
intersections.   
 
Yellow course (3 points per lap): follow these numbers on the map (page 2):  1-2-5-6-7-8 (U-turn)-9-10-
3-1 (Boulder-Beaver loop)  
Green course (1 point per lap): follow these numbers on the map:  1-2-5 (sharp turn onto Squirrel)-11-
right onto Beaver-4 (Hidden Junction)-onto Blueberry - 1 
 
Start:  Mass start at 9 a.m.    Solo start if you’re late.   Everyone finishes at 12 noon (partial laps do 
not count). 
 
Ride will take approximately 1 hour per yellow lap one way, assuming semi-soft conditions.  Faster with 
icier crust conditions in early a.m.  Slower with warmer conditions  
 
NO riding on classic x-c ski tracks.   NO tracking of peds, skiers or other racers – go around. 
 
Potluck fireside food – bring something to share.  Bring lawn chairs for sun tanning. 
 
No insurance; the biffies are cold; no cuddly-blanket-huggers....etc. 
 

OTHER STUFF: 1. Wear a helmet, knucklehead. 
 2. Bailing out?  Who ya’ gonna call?  In the bush there may not be anyone around so buddy up.    
 3. No SAG machine, sled, feed stations, or hot toddies to cuddle up to.   Be prepared!  
 4. Happiness is warm tootsies.  Big boots are worth it. 
 5. Conditions change quickly.   Bring food, wind gear and extra clothes. 
 6. Tools:  chain links + hangers = ride home. 
  
CAUTION: CAUTION!   You may intersect with snowmobiles, although they are not supposed to be on the course.  

And with skiers and walkers, although the usage will likely not be high until 12 noon.  Be nice. 
  
Super Caution PARK PASS is needed! 
  
 You're doing everything AT YOUR OWN RISK. 
  
MAPS: http://www.gov.mb.ca/conservation/parks/pdf/maps/2011_12_winter_maps/winter_grand_beach.pdf 

 


